
 

 

Monday 11th May 2020 

Dear Parents/Carers, 

Firstly, we must celebrate the fantastic home learning that you are organising and managing 
on a day to day basis. It is important for you to step back as parents and acknowledge your 
achievements. We know how hard it is maintaining routines and unfamiliar structures to life 
in your homes, however your children are learning and engaged which is a credit to you all. 
Thank you. 

Secondly, we just wanted to offer you some reassurance with regard to the Prime Minister’s 
address yesterday evening to the nation on coronavirus, and the implications for schools. 
The ‘first careful steps to modify measures’ were outlined and can be read in full by 
following this link: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/pm-address-to-the-nation-on-coronavirus-10-may-

2020 

Step two explains the following: 

‘In step two – at the earliest by June 1 – after half term – we believe we may be in a position 
to begin the phased reopening of shops and to get primary pupils back into schools, in 
stages, beginning with reception, Year 1 and Year 6. 

Our ambition is that secondary pupils facing exams next year will get at least some time 
with their teachers before the holidays. And we will shortly be setting out detailed guidance 
on how to make it work in schools and shops and on transport.’ 

Please be assured that we will follow the government’s guidelines on social distancing and 
plan accordingly, however there is currently no guarantee that step two will begin on 1st 
June. There will be a great deal of planning that will take place over the coming weeks and 
many factors to consider, the most important one being that we can implement appropriate 
social distancing measures for everyone within our learning environment and that we have 
enough staff available to manage this.  
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Finally, please continue all your wonderful work and understand that we are here to support 
you every step of the way. Should you be in need of any additional support or just want to 
chat with someone, then please do not hesitate to contact us by phone or using the office 
email account info@oxfordgardens.rbkc.sch.uk. We will get through this together.  

Very Best Wishes 

 

Sarah Cooper (Head Teacher) Leila Kent & Eileen Keogan (Deputy Head Teachers) 
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